ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Vertical Section - Standard S

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Vertical Section - Alternate Low Profile S

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Vertical Section - ADA S

Note: All dimensions are approximate, Weather Shield reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
Weather Shield®
Aspire Series™
Hinged Patio Doors
CROSS SECTION DETAILS

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Horizontal Section - Single Door - 6-9/16" jamb

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Vertical Section - Standard S_TB - 6-9/16" jamb

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Vertical Section - Alternate Low Profile S_TB - 6-9/16" jamb

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Vertical Section - ADA S_TB - 6-9/16" jamb

ASPIRE OUTSWING DOOR (7602)
Horizontal Section - Double Door - 6-9/16" jamb

Note: All dimensions are approximate. Weather Shield reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
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